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Author’s response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

We were pleased to hear that BMC Medical Imaging is interested in a final revised version of our manuscript. We are grateful to the Editor and the reviewers for their helpful suggestions and comments. All of your latest comments have been addressed in the revised version. In more detail:

1. AUTHOR LIST: THE LIST OF AUTHORS IN THE MANUSCRIPT SHOULD BE WRITTEN EXACTLY AS THEY ARE IN THE SUBMISSION SYSTEM, BOTH IN STYLE AND ORDER. THE PREFERRED STYLE IS ‘FIRST NAME INITIAL LAST NAME’ (E.G. JOE F BLOGGS)

   Reply: The list of authors is now written as it is in the submission system, and that style was followed.

2. CONCLUSIONS - PLEASE INSERT A CONCLUSIONS SECTION AFTER THE DISCUSSION.

   Reply: Conclusion section has been added as advised.

3. TITLE: PLEASE REMOVE THIS TEXT FROM BEFORE THE TITLE

   Reply: The text “title” has been removed as advised.

4. KEY WORDS, SHORT TITLE, WORD COUNT: PLEASE REMOVE THESE

   Reply: They have been removed as advised.

5. ABBREVIATIONS: PLEASE FORMAT THESE AS A PARAGRAPH RATHER THAN A LIST AND MOVE TO A POSITION BEFORE THE COMPETING INTERESTS SECTION

   Reply: The abbreviations have been formatted as you suggested.
6. INTRODUCTION: PLEASE RENAME THIS SECTION BACKGROUND

Reply: It has been renamed as advised.

7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: PLEASE MOVE THIS SECTION TO AFTER THE AUTHORS CONTRIBUTIONS

Reply: It has been removed as advised.

8. REFERENCES: PLEASE PROVIDE THE FULL CITATION DETAILS FOR REFERENCE 7. PLEASE DO NOT INCLUDE DOI NUMBERS IN YOUR REFERENCE LIST

Reply: The details have been provided. DOI numbers are not included in the reference list.

We thank you again for the opportunity to improve the manuscript. Having made this revision, we hope that the manuscript would be acceptable for publication at the ERJ in its current version.

Yours,

Demosthenes Makris
Lecturer of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine